
More than 100,000 visitors 
arrived to IMTS in Chicago 
from September 10–15, mak-
ing it the strongest showing 
for the manufacturing tech-
nology trade show in over a 
decade. For those focused on gear 
manufacturing, the North Hall’s Gear 
Generation Pavilion was a great place to 
get a head start on the competition. In 
just a few short steps, an eager attendee 
could seek out the latest grinding wheel 
solutions, view demonstrations of faster 
machine tool set-up changes and wit-
ness gear accuracy with much less noise. 
Machine integration was the topic of 
choice throughout the four halls with a 
focus on tooling, machine upgrades and 
energy efficiency.

“Attendees and customers were looking 
for expert partners,” said Bill Miller, vice 
president of sales at Kapp Technologies. 
“Several were acutely aware they needed 
to add gear grinding capability. We met 

with a company that does not currently 
grind and is being considered for a huge 
contract involving grinding. Still another 
had a need to modernize their internal 
tooth grinding capability.”

“Customers are looking for technologi-
cally cutting edge solutions at a competi-
tive price. But above all else they’re look-
ing for process flexibility,” said Enrico 
Landi at Samputensili S.p.A. “For us, this 
means providing them with advanced 
solutions that ensure the highest accuracy 
and functionality over the years without 
becoming obsolete over a short period of 
time.”

“Our customers are seeking any fea-
tures or capabilities that provide qual-
ity, productivity, flexibility and total cost 

ownership. The specific features and 
capabilities to facilitate these improve-
ments will vary by supplier, process and 
machine type,” said Al Finegan, director, 
marketing at Gleason.

“Customers were looking for possibili-
ties to improve their grinding times with-
out sacrificing gear quality. Further dis-
cussions centered on how to reduce the 
tool costs per part. Finally, for manu-
facturing of high-end gears, the possi-
bility to grind twist-free or with special 
twist was what our customers were look-
ing for,” said Andreas Mehr, technology 
development engineer, at Liebherr.

At the Reishauer booth, Dennis 
Richmond, vice president said, “Most 
manufacturers I spoke to were looking 

for total process responsibility from a 
single source, meaning one supplier 
for the machine, dressing tool, grind-
ing wheel, process parameters and tool 
management.”

A strong single Platform
Faster setup times, higher productiv-
ity and maximizing machine utilization 
are concepts that were often discussed 
during IMTS.

“It’s apparent that gear grinding tech-
nology is following the path of inte-
grating multiple processes into a single 
machine platform,” said Kapp’s Miller. 
“It is not easy to do this well and even 
harder for attendees to evaluate.”

“At Samputensili we address the 
needs of two very different sectors: the 
automotive field and job shops,” Landi 
said. “Automotive customers are con-
stantly striving to improve productiv-
ity and process integration, whereas job 
shops especially focus on process flex-
ibility. Guaranteeing flexibility means 
continuously investing in research and 

Gear Grinding Gets
Integrated at IMTS

The G 250 from samputensili has been developed for  top-quality and efficient mass production of gears 
with outside diameters up to 250 mm and shafts with lengths up to 500 mm (courtesy of star sU).
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development, accurate project flexibility 
and quality workmanship.”

Finegan at Gleason believes machine 
integration and multifunctional capa-
bilities are long-term trends that will 
be the focus for the foreseeable future. 
“Customers are seeking profile grinding, 
continuous (threaded wheel) grinding, 
and other combinations of both on the 
same machine. In addition, on-machine 
gear inspection, wobble compensation, 
digressive infeed, adaptive grinding and 
other features and capabilities, all which 
positively affect quality, productivity, 

flexibility and total cost of ownership,” 
Finegan said.

Höfler is well known as a supplier of 
form grinders and showcased its first 
grinder for the threaded gear grinding 
method during IMTS. Both form grind-

ing and threaded wheel 
grinding can be utilized 
on the Rapid 1250 W, giv-
ing it an advantage in the 
machine integration pro-
cess.  Additionally,  the 
Helix 400 SK boasts the 
ability to utilize two dif-
ferent grinding wheels in 
one setup. This is a signifi-
cant advantage for custom-
ers demanding high qual-
ity levels with two different 
gears.

Gear Grinding Tech
The emphasis on innova-
tion at IMTS had exhibi-
tors showing off their lat-
est grinding capabilities 
with booth demonstrations, 
video displays and applica-
tion and design engineers 
on-hand to answer ques-
tions. Here are a few gear 
grinding highlights from 
the show:

M i t s u b i s h i  H e a v y 
Industries featured the 
ZE40A, a universal gear 

grinding machine capable of numerically 
controlled (NC) high-precision machin-
ing of post-heat treatment gears. The 
ZE40A was designed for both table and 
grinding spindles and offers gear accu-
racy within its diameter capacity of 400 
mm.

“Liebherr’s new fast dressing pro-
cess on the LFG 1250 profile grinding 
machine, especially the second dressing 
spindle offering up to two times faster 
dressing times, was of great interest to 
our customers,” said Mehr. “A further 
time saving option on this machine is 
the possibility to grind with a high speed 
axial feed rate of 18,000 mm/min. With 
this value the LFG is ready for the future, 
when new abrasives will achieve higher 
Q-prime (Q’w) values.”

On the LCS 500 gear grinding 
machine, Liebherr displayed a type of 
error-proofing called Collision Control 
which many attendees found valuable. 
“This software feature reduces or elimi-
nates damage between the tooling and 
other machine components like clamp-
ing fixtures, etc. Also the workpiece is 
saved from harm. Heavy and expensive 
machine crashes, often caused by mis-
takes in programming or manual jogging 
of axes, are avoidable with this Liebherr-
developed system,” Mehr adds. All CNC-
axes can be controlled with the Collision 
Control software. This software is not 
only available for Liebherr gear-grinding 
machines, but also offered on Liebherr Kapp’s ZX 1000 features a large ductile iron bed and torque 

motor for high load capacity (photo by David Ropinski).

On the LCs 500 gear grinding machine, Liebherr displayed a type of error-proofing called Collision 
Control which many attendees found valuable (courtesy of Liebherr).
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gear hobbling and shaping machines as 
well.

The RZ 60 on hand at IMTS in the 
Reishauer booth was optimized for auto-
motive applications. The machine’s struc-
ture was based on the larger RZ 260 
model, allowing for aggressive grinding 
parameters without negative effects on 
workpiece quality. “The RZ 60 was being 
loaded by the Felsomat FSC 600 load-
er,” Richmond said. “We were grinding a 
23-tooth pinion in just under 12 seconds 
floor to floor; do the math, that’s five 

parts per minute!” High spindle speeds 
(3,000 rpm) make it possible to spin the 
grinding oil off the part during the tur-
ret rotation when the grinding operation 
is completed. All axis movements have 
been optimized to reduce unproductive 
cycle segments. With the assistance of 
the FSC 600 loader, the RZ 60 can exploit 
high productivity and operate autono-
mously without operator intervention 
and the system can be integrated into the 
Reishauer and Felsomat FlexLine.

At Kapp Technologies, Miller noted 
that customers were drawn to the tech-
nology of generating grinding that the 
company showcased. “Our new KX100 
Dynamic drew huge interest for the inte-
grated loading and setup time savings,” 
Miller said. Additionally, the company 
featured the KX 500 Flex incorporat-
ing an indexing table with a direct-drive 
work spindle, tailstock support and dress-
ing spindles. The ZX 1000 was also on 
the show floor, boasting a large ductile 
iron bed and torque motor for high load 
capacity.

Using video and other media, Gleason 
promoted both its bevel and cylindrical 
gear grinders including its wobble com-
pensation technology that addresses the 
time consuming step of manually align-
ing the workpiece. Gleason wobble com-
pensation technology allows customers 
to maintain and in some cases improve 
the quality of their grinding operations 
while simultaneously improving produc-
tion throughput. This improves the qual-
ity, enhances operator performance and 
reduces overall fixture costs.

Improving its existing sales and ser-
vice activities in North America has been 
a priority for Höfler. Ralf-George Eitel, 
CEO of Höfler America Corp., empha-
sized as much during the exhibition. 

Kapp’s ZX 1000 shares common machine 
elements and software with the KX 500, 
and comes standard with the same process 
flexibility for profile or generating grinding 
(photo by Dave Ropinski).
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Gear Solutions From Drake

All Drake Gear Machines are shipped with the 
latest CNC controls, Gear Smart™ programming, 
field support and guaranteed performance.

GS:G2 Gear Grinders
•	 Grind	25mm	to	350mm	tip	diameter
•	 CNC	contour	diamond	roll	dressing
•	 CNC	direct	drive	torque	motor	work	index
•	 DIN	2-3	quality	capable
•	 User-friendly	software

GS:TE-LM Worm Grinders
•	 Part	lengths	up	to	2m
•	 Diameters	up	to	650mm
•	 Auto	load	available
•	 ZK,	ZI,	ZN,	ZA	to	DIN	1-2	quality	capable

GS:RM Rack Mills
•	 Auto	load	in	a	cell
•	 No	pits	or	platforms
•	 10-minute	cutter	change
•	 Compare	to	broaching

GS:H Gear Hobbers
•	 Up	to	1800mm	diameter
•	 Auto	load	&	probe
•	 Power	helix

CS:R Control System Renewal
•	 New	CNC	for	“brain	dead”	good	iron
•	 Gear	grinders,	hobbing	machines,	
	 thread	and	rack	milling	machines
•	 Work	done	on	your	floor
•	 Only	2	weeks	downtime

Drake Manufacturing Services Co.
Tel:	330-847-7291
info@drakemfg.com
www.drakemfg.com

Koepfer America LLC
Tel:	847-931-4121
sales@koepferamerica.com
www.koepferamerica.com

Drake Gear Machines
Represented in North America by:

Precision Machines for Threads & Gears

DRAK-454GearTechnologyAd-US.indd   1 2/28/12   11:24 AM

“Höfler customers benefit from the con-
tinuous engineering and sales support 
that we provide, particularly when flex-
ibility is a priority. Our engineers travel 
and assist with customers long after a 
machine has been sold.”

At the Star SU booth, Landi said that 
Samputensili registered positive feedback 
for its vertical grinding machine, the G 
250. The G 250 has been especially devel-
oped for very low cycle times and for 
top-quality and efficient mass produc-
tion of gears with outside diameters up 
to 250 mm and shafts with lengths up to 
500 mm. The secret behind the machine’s 
efficiency is the dual work spindle con-
cept, which eliminates non-produc-
tive auxiliary times almost completely. 
By means of the dual work spindles, the 
loading/unloading process of a work-
piece is carried out in masked time, while 
simultaneously the manufacturing pro-
cess proceeds on another workpiece. The 
G 250 can equally use form and worm 
grinding wheels, both in ceramic and in 
electroplated CBN.

Market Trends for 2013
Though Miller notes that investments 
seem to pause during major elections, he 
believes the gear manufacturing market 
is in a good place. “Most forecasts point 

to a strong aerospace market. Other than 
wind energy and mining, our customer 
base seems to be operating at a strong 
and sustainable level.”

“Customers from mining, heavy equip-
ment, energy and automotive were pres-
ent at our booth,” says Scott Yoders, vice 
president sales at Liebherr. “A highlight 
feature for coarse-pitch gearing was the 
automation of heavy parts. For example, 
on the LCS 500, a ring loader with high 
payload capacity was shown. This ring-
loader design is actually installed and in 

production for gear applications up to 
800 mm and 1,000 kg.”

“In today’s uncertain and tumultuous 
global economy, where markets experi-
ence strong growths as well as sudden 
halts, we need flexible products, i.e. prod-
ucts that can be easily configured accord-
ing to the particular needs of that appli-
cation,” said Landi. “Thanks to the flex-
ibility of our grinding machines, we can 
supply any manufacturer of gears, shafts, 
screws and rotors, no matter what market 
they are active in.”
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Richmond at  Reishauer added, 
“Automotive and tier one suppliers will 
continue to use a lot of our manufactur-
ing capacity in the near term; these proj-
ects can have multiyear impacts from 
initial concept to installation and imple-
mentation.”

Several machine demonstrations dur-
ing IMTS solidified what the manufac-
turing industry is trying to accomplish 
regarding machine integration: Smaller 
equipment that handles multiple opera-
tions, easier setup changes and simpler 
operations and maintenance procedures. 
Add to the mix strong service and train-
ing support and you’ve found the blue-
print for future success in gear grinding. 
“Customers are struggling to find trained 
personnel,” Miller said. “Setup time is a 
huge variable of equipment utilization 
and that focus will continue. Equipment 
reliability, expert training and support are 
perennial requirements.”

“Our customers attach an ever increas-
ing importance to process automation,” 
said Landi at Samputensili, “which is and 
will be a strategic feature in gear grinding 
for years to come.”

U.S. Office Location (Chicago)
Email inquiries to: alex@dragon.co.kr
2400 E. Devon Ave., Suite 210, Des Plaines, IL 60018
  PHONE: 847-375-8892  Fax: 847-699-1022
     

DTR has sales territories available.  Call for more information.

  WWW.DRAGON.CO.KR
(formerly Dragon Precision Tools)

DTR. Your best choice for high quality gear cutting tools.

DTR is a world class supplier of the finest high performance long-life gear 
manufacturing tools, for small and large gear cutting applications. 
Established in 1976, we are one of the world’s largest producers of cutting 
tools, shipping to over 20 countries.

DTR offers a full line of gear cutting tools including:
• Hobs
• Carbide Hobs
• Shaper Cutters
• Milling Cutters

We can produce virtually any tool you need for auto, aerospace, wind, 
mining, construction and other industrial gears.

Every tool is precision-made utilizing high speed steel, premium powder 
metal or carbide and the latest in coatings, to achieve superior cutting and 
long life. DTR uses top of the line equipment including Reischauer CNC 
grinders and Klingelnberg CNC sharpeners and inspection equipment.

Learn more about our outstanding quality tools at www.dragon.co.kr. 
Call us at 847-375-8892 for your local sales representative or 

Email alex@dragon.co.kr for a quotation. 

Headquarters
36B-11L, Namdong Industrial Complex, Namdong-Gu, Incheon, Korea
     PHONE: +82.32.814.1540
     FAX:       +82.32.814.5381

All the Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need are Right HereAll the Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need are Right HereAll The Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need Are Right HereAll The Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need Are Right Here
DTR is one of the world’s largest producers.

• Chamfering and Deburring Tools
• Broaches
• Master Gears

sidebar: iMTs impressions
Now that gear industry suppliers have returned from the trade show circuit, Gear 
Technology was curious what they thought about IMTS 2012:

“We were very pleased with the traffic in our booth and it was evident early 
on in the week that attendance for this year’s show had jumped significantly over 
2010,” said Mark Parillo, director of marketing at Star SU. “The general pulse of 
our visitors was very positive leaving us with many reasons to be encouraged 
heading out of IMTS and into the com-
ing year.”

“IMTS was well attended and 
the weather always seems to 
cooperate to make this a 
significant week,” said 
Bill Miller, vice presi-
dent of sales at Kapp 
Technologies. “I can 
only assume the other 
gear pavilion exhibi-
tors were also satisfied, 
a lthough our booth 
activity didn’t permit 
even a short tour.”

“We found IMTS 2012 
to be generally positive 
and upbeat, although 
it seemed like overall 
attendance dwindled as 

The MHi ZE40A was designed for both table and grinding 
spindles and offers gear accuracy within its diameter capacity 
of 400 mm (courtesy of Mitsubishi).
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www.stresstechgroup.com

For residual stress testing 
by X-ray diffraction
Xstress Robot 
• reaches hard-to-reach areas
• handles complicated and large parts easily  
• provides maximum flexibility and 
   easy positioning 
• is fast and precise

Gear Up Your Quality Control
Robot systems for quality control of surface treatment such as grinding and shot peening 
by Barkhausen Noise and X-ray stress measurements. 

RoboScan system
• automated inspection
• all surfaces with one set-up
• safe, fast and easy measuring, 
   also on large and complicated parts 
• instant feedback
• quantitative results for production control
• environmentally friendly
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For more information:
AMT
7901 Westpark Drive
McLean, Virginia 22102
Phone: (703) 893-2900
www.amtonline.org
Gleason Corporation
1000 University Avenue
Rochester, NY 14692
Phone: (585) 473-1000
www.gleason.com
Höfler
26 Sky Manor Road
Pittstown, NJ 08867
Phone: (908) 996-6922
www.hofler.com
kapp Technologies
2870 Wilderness Place
Boulder, CO 80301
Phone: (303) 447-1130
www.kapp-niles.com

Liebherr Gear Technology, Inc.
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 48176
Phone: (734) 429-7225
www.liebherr.com
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Inc.
46992 Liberty Drive
Wixom, MI 48393
Phone: (248) 669-6136
www.mitsubishigearcenter.com
Reishauer
1525 Holmes Road
Elgin, IL 60123
Phone: (847) 888-3828
www.reishauer.com
Star SU LLC.
5200 Prairie Stone Parkway Ste 100
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
Phone: (847) 649-1450
www.star-su.com

Reishauer’s RZ 60 in combination with Felsomat Flex stacking Cell FsC 600 allows for the automated 
production of planetary pinions in the auto industry (courtesy of Reishauer).

the week wore on,” said Al Finegan, director of marketing at Gleason. “The gear 
pavilion included most of the major suppliers of gear manufacturing technology, 
but it continues to shrink through industry consolidation and cooperative relation-
ships.”

Total registration for the six-day event was 100,200, which is a 21.6 percent 
increase over 2010, marking the largest show-to-show increase ever for IMTS. 
Additive manufacturing, multi-spindle machines and multi-tasking machines 
were stars on the show floor. The productivity improvements and accuracy show-
cased by dozens of exhibitors with new offerings in multi-spindle and multi-task-
ing machines and automation drew serious attention.

“The energy level among visitors and exhibitors was at an all-time high,” said 
Peter Eelman, IMTS vice president – exhibitions and communications. “The most 
exciting take-away from IMTS 2012 is what it says about the prospects for manu-
facturing over the next year. The overall activity and buzz indicates that we are 
entering a period of sustained growth that will fuel economic prosperity and job 
creation. Visitors came to find solutions and innovative approaches to their manu-
facturing challenges.” 
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No
Guts
No

Glory

Toll Free: 800.727.6333
Phone: 803.684.3133

www.ajaxring.com

Contact an Ajax
Representative Today

The real work of any piece 
of equipment is produced 
under the skin.
At Ajax, we understand 
that our products are the 
guts and must perform to 
the highest standards in 
the gear industry. 
Our glory comes from 
satisfied customers.

We’re ready
to roll

when you are.
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